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1.

INT. CAVE - DAY
TYGERA and CHLOE sit around a fire eating meat off a
skewer as KINGDOR moves about the edges of the cave. He
stops his activity and approaches the girls.
KINGDOR
Ladies. Enjoying your Cardisian Pheasant?
TYGERA
Hmmph. More like Butchered Black Bird.
KINGDOR
Well... I did add some... nutmeg.
CHLOE
That’s what that was!
(sotto)
Yeah, much better on Egg Nog.
TYGERA
I suppose we should thank you for
providing... what little you are able.
CHLOE
Don’t mind her. When it comes to huge,
evil, flying death swallows, I’m just
glad I’m the one doing the...
“swallowing.” See what I did there?
TYGERA
Your strangeness seems without end,
little one.
CHLOE
(sotto)
Tough audience.
KINGDOR
Well. I shall leave you to your... feast.
(sotto)
You try cooking in a cave. Not many
options.
TYGERA
(slightly nervous)
You’re leaving us?
KINGDOR
(turns back)
Fear not, my... skittish friend. I only
go to ensure our flank is as well
buttressed... as yours.
(MORE)
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KINGDOR (CONT'D)
(regarding Chloe)
I believe you are in most capable hands.
Kingdor is gone into the bowels of the earth. Beat.
CHLOE
He doesn’t seem so bad.
TYGERA
Hmph. Was he saying I’m scared? I’m not
scared.
CHLOE
I’m sure that’s not what he meant.
TYGERA
I may be somewhat wary of an unknown
place. Most would consider that a sign
of... cunning, and... wisdom.
No doubt.

CHLOE

TYGERA
And what of my... flanks?
(checks)
I have received many fine words regarding
my... flanks, I’ll have you know.
CHLOE
Best flanks I’ve seen.
TYGERA
Yes. Not like those high born ladies of
the court he seems so obsessed with. With
their pale and flaccid...
Tushies?

CHLOE

TYGERA
Yes. Tushies. I’ll wager two farthings
that not one of them could outrun a wild
hog of Wartang.
No doubt.

CHLOE

TYGERA
I... I... I have done that.
CHLOE
Kinda figured.
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TYGERA
You know what really chafes my...
“Flanks?”

CHLOE

TYGERA
Yes. Flanks. Their painted faces.
CHLOE
Guessing we’re still talking about the
“mean girls.”
TYGERA
Any ladies face could appear more...
enticing once slabbed with their panoply
of pastes and rubs.
CHLOE
You’re talking about make-up, right?
TYGERA
I’ve heard tell there’s no magic within
their poultices. Simply tallow wax and
the color from berries and moist earth.
Hmmph. Some of us are not afraid to let
the earth color our faces with blood and
mire. In battle.
CHLOE
You do know he’s not here for you to
argue with anymore. Right?
TYGERA
What? Are you saying I want him here? I
can assure you, little dove -- the last
thing I want is the company of that man.
CHLOE
(sotto)
Riiiight.
TYGERA
Sorry. You look to speak in secret to an
audience of one.
CHLOE
Hey! What say we have a look around this
dump? Gotta admit -- this is my first
cave.
TYGERA
Such a brave little bunny. You may prove
a worthy fellow yet.
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